
30. smooth (adj.) the opposite of rough

31. Mona
Lisa

(n.) a world famous painting of a smiling lady

32. stay up (v.) to not fall to the floor

33. test (v.) to try something, so as to find out a result We
need to ___ the new rocket to see if it can fly.

34. helicopter (n.) a flying vehicle which has long, thin wings
on top of it that turn around very fast

35. war (n.) a major fight between 2 countries

36. army (n.) one of the military forces of a country; e.g.
navy=sea, air force=air, and ___=land

37. enemy (n.) a person, group or country that hates
another, or that fights against another; a foe

38. weapon (n.) an object used to attack; e.g. gun, sword, etc.

39. tunnel (n.) an underground passage

40. lens (n.) a piece of glass used for looking through

41. cave (n.) a deep hole in a mountain or the ground

42. common (adj.) happening or done often

43. kind (n.) a group with some of the same characteristics
An apple is a ___ of fruit.

44. picture (n.) a visual representation of a person, object, or
scene; e.g. a painting, drawing, photograph, etc.

45. second (n.) the number two position

46. usually (adv.) happens under normal conditions;
commonly

47. include (v.) to contain; to be part of something You
should ___ a tip when you pay for lunch.

48. macaroni (n.) a type of pasta in a "C" tube shape

49. reason (n.) why something happened. The ___ I was
late for class is that I missed the train.

50. exist (v.) to be

1. artist (n.) a person who makes art

2. create (v.) to make something new

3. imagination (n.) the ability to see new or different things in
your mind

4. realize (v.) to suddenly know or understand something

5. creativity (n.) the ability to make new ideas or things,
especially in art

6. design (v.) to plan; to invent

7. helpful (adj.) willing to assist or be useful

8. talent (n.) a natural ability to do something

9. shy (adj.) nervous and quiet around other people

10. improve (v.) to make better

11. explain (v.) to make clear; give the meaning of
something; add details

12. beautiful (adj.) very attractive or pleasing appearance,
sound, etc.

13. beauty (n.) very attractive or pleasing appearance,
sound, etc.

14. special (adj.) not normal; unusual

15. ability (n.) skill

16. confusing (adj.) not clear; difficult to understand

17. museum (n.) a building with artistic, historic or
scientific things

18. whatever anything - For your birthday lunch, you can eat
___ you want.

19. variety (n.) different types

20. add (v.) to put something in something else To
make Cup Noodle, ___ hot water and wait.

21. sculpture (n.) 3D art made of stone, metal, or other
objects

22. form (n.) a type; a kind. Hip hop is a ___ of music.

23. material (n.) what something is made of Wood is a
common ___ for making houses.

24. metal (n.) a solid material; e.g. iron, gold, silver, etc.

25. clay (n.) a soft, sticky mud used for making things

26. shape (n.) the physical form or appearance of
something; e.g. a circle, a square, etc.

27. bead (n.) a small, usually round object of glass or
wood with a hole through it; used in jewelry,
like necklaces

28. marble (n.) a type of rock often used for sculptures;
also for expensive floors, bathtubs, etc.

29. jewelry (n.) e.g. rings, necklaces, bracelets, etc.
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